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RE: Using a practical molecular capsular serotype prediction strategy to investigate Streptococcus pneumoniae serotype distribution and antimicrobial resistance in Chinese local hospitalized children

Dear Professor Boodhun,

China is one of the ten countries with the highest numbers and proportions of pneumococcal cases worldwide. But the serotype surveillance data is very limited especially from community or rural areas. Quellung serotyping is only available in a couple of big city centres. One of the aims of this study was to design a simple practical and economical pneumococcal serotype prediction strategy suitable for future Streptococcus pneumoniae serotype surveillance in China.

We applied cpsB sequetyping supplemented with selected mPCR or serotypes 6A-6D specific PCR “cocktail” strategy for identifying serotypes among 193 S. pneumoniae isolates. Sixteen serotypes from 191 isolates were identified. We built up a comprehensive cpsB sequence database compared to the original database publication, which is potentially useful for subtyping the strains. The strategy is a promising approach and should be promoted especially in regions
where it is easier to access molecular assays than the expensive option of setting up Quellung serotyping.

Antibiotic susceptibility of all isolates was determined by E-test. The prevalence rates of parenteral penicillin resistance were 1.0% in the non-meningitis isolates and 88.6% in meningitis isolates. The total rate of multidrug resistance was 86.8%. The antibiotic susceptibility results may give confidence to clinicians to choose cheaper penicillin in the treatment of pneumococcal infections for non-meningitis isolates, rather than using the more expensive broader-spectrum antimicrobials.

All authors have seen and approved the manuscript and contributed significantly to the work. The authors do not have any conflicts of interest to declare. Please find below the contact details for the corresponding author, the alternate corresponding author and suggested reviewers.

Thank you for taking the time to consider this manuscript for publication.
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